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Abstract—Ontology-Based Data Access (OBDA) has emerged
as a well-established approach to information management,
facilitating access to a sole relational relational database via a
high-level ontology and declarative mappings. In response to
the challenges posed by Big Data, we propose the Ontology-
Based Data Federation (OBDF) framework, which merges OBDA
with Data Federation. This merging allows for the integration
of numerous, distributed, and heterogeneous data sources in a
virtual, uniform, and semantically coherent fashion.

Index Terms—OBDA, VKG, OBDF, Data Federation, Query
Optimization

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

ONTOLOGY-Based Data Access (OBDA) [?], [?], [?],
also known as Virtual Knowledge Graphs (VKGs)

within the context of Semantic Web, is a well-established [?]
paradigm that allows for transparent access to data via a
mediating ontology. The ontology furnishes end-users with
friendly vocabulary aligned with the application domain, con-
cealing the intricacies of storage conventions. Such ontology
is expressed in a lightweight conceptual language, such as
OWL 2 QL [?], which has its formal foundations in the DL-
Lite family [?] of description logics. In OBDA, it is assumed
that the underlying data are stored in a single relational data
source, to which the ontology elements are mapped in a
declarative way.

With the rapid development of the digitalization process,
enterprises and institutions typically have accumulated large
amounts of multiple, heterogeneous and distributed data
sources, like RDBs, NoSQL DBs, and CSV files. Data only
becomes more valuable when considered together. Thus, we
introduce Ontology-Based Data Federation (OBDF for short)
with the motivation of integrating and accessing multiple,
heterogeneous and distributed data sources in a uniform and
semantic way. This work is an extended abstract of [?].

II. CONTRIBUTION: OBDF

Figure 1 depicts the full process of query answering in
OBDF. A SPARQL query is posed over the VKG exposed by
the OBDA system. The OBDA system exploits the mappings
and the ontology to reformulate the SPARQL query over the
VKG into a SQL query over the federated data source. Such
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Fig. 1. The proposed framework for Ontology-Based Data Federation.

SQL query is forwarded to the data federation engine, like
Denodo or Dremio, in order to be evaluated by the data
sources. The challenge in this framework is to complement
structural and semantic optimizations adopted in OBDA [?],
[?], [?], [?], [?], [?] with the need of minimizing the number
of federated operations, that is, of operations requiring the
combination of data coming from multiple sources. To this
aim, we devise novel optimization strategies, that we called
hint-based [?], allowing for the generation of SQL queries that
can be evaluated over multiple sources via federation systems
in an efficient way. Hints are gathered through an offline
analysis of the sources, driven by the mappings specification
and axioms in the ontology.

Figure 3 presents the optimization rules developed for
OBDF. These rules detail the application of hint-based op-
timizations, taking into account the precomputed data hints
relevant to the process. Note that these data hints are specific
to a particular data source instance, denoted by the subscript
D in Figure 3. The optimizations transform relational algebra
expressions with unions (∪), joins (⋊⋉), and left-joins ( ▷◁) into
equivalent expressions (modulo the hints for the considered
data instance). The application of rules is decided according
to the collected hints (labels of the edges), plus an additional
condition † for rules ce and eje signaling the application of
a cost function. Notation ∅sig(J) denotes the empty (named)
relation of signature J , and M denotes a set of materialized
views produced during the hints pre-computation phase.



Fig. 2. An example of hint-based query optimization in OBDF: The sequence from step q to q1, and further to q2, utilizes the eje rule, supported by the
data hint CG1 ⋊⋉ SG2 ≡D ∅. Subsequently, the progression from q2 to q3 leverages the ce rule, together with the data hint Employee4 ⊆D PerInfo3.
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Fig. 3. List of optimization rules applied in OBDF. ce: containment elim-
ination rule, jeq: join-equality rule, eje: empty join elimination rule, mat:
materialization rule

In [?], we introduce the algorithm unfoldOBDF, demonstrat-
ing the application of these novel rules to the reformulation
process of a query and their combination with standard opti-
mization techniques such as self-join elimination.

Figure 2 shows an example of hint-based query rewriting.
The subscripts for the relations in the figure indicate the data
source. For instance, CG1 denotes relation CG over data source
S1. Federated joins, which involve multiple sources, are known
to be time-consuming [?], [?]. With an empty federated join
hint CG1 ⋊⋉ SG2 ≡D ∅ and a redundancy hint Employee4 ⊆D
PerInfo3, the complex SQL query q (output of a “standard”
reformulation procedure) can be simplified to q3, containing a
single federated join.

III. EXPERIMENTS

Extensive experiments have been conducted to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed hint-based query optimization
approach. We utilized mainstream database engines, such as
PostgreSQL, MySQL, and MongoDB, along with the OBDA
system Ontop and the data federation system Teiid. Based on
the BSBM benchmark [?], two OBDF specifications were cre-
ated: a homogeneous one, employing five relational databases,
and a heterogeneous one, in which some of these five sources
are converted into NoSQL databases and CSV files. Figures 4
and 5 display the results from the experiments [?] for the
BSBM scales 20k and 200k, respectively. In these figures,
hom and het represent the results of answering queries in
the homogeneous and heterogeneous settings without hint-
based optimization. The term -opt is used to indicate the

Fig. 4. SQL evaluation (in ms) with BSBM scale factor 20K.

Fig. 5. SQL evaluation (in ms) with BSBM scale factor 200K.

application of only empty federated join hints and redundancy
relation hints in query rewriting, while -opt-matv denotes
the results where all hints, including those for materialized
views, are applied. This configuration demonstrates a signif-
icant improvement in query evaluation time, confirming the
efficiency of the proposed optimization techniques across both
homogeneous and heterogeneous data sources.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This study introduces OBDF and proposes techniques for
optimizing query answering. Our empirical evaluation demon-
strates how applying these techniques has a huge impact on
performance.

Our approach is not devoid of bottlenecks. Note that,
although hints provide ways of optimizing the queries, they
are dependent of the data instance being considered. Provided
that computing hints at query time is unfeasible, hints should
be computed in an offline phase and therefore only involve
sources that are not expected to change frequently. Another
issue to pay attention to is how to determine which federated
operations should be materialized, as applying mat rule blindly
can potentially lead to an explosion in storage size.

Future research will focus on implementing the approach
into the state-of-the-art OBDA system Ontop [?], [?], devising
further optimization strategies, as well as effective “filters” to
tame the explosion of materialized views.
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